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Introduction

Congressional elections in American politics happen every two years, but sometimes there

are isolated elections to fill single seats vacated due to resignations, deaths, or appointments

to higher offices. There is a natural inclination to look at those elections and generalize to

the national environment. We would like to be able to say something like ”if the rest of

the country moves like these seats, Democrats will gain/lose x seats and they have a y%

chance of winning the House.” The intuitive way to do that is to look at the change from

the previous election’s results in that seat and simply map the same change onto every other

seat in the country. For example, when Democrats outperform their 2016 results by 22

percentage points in Kansas’ 4th district, we could simply shift every other race’s margin 22

points in favor of the Democrats.

There are a few obvious problems with that approach. The first is that generalizing a

national trend from a single data point goes beyond a small sample size. It ignores variance
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and draws a deterministic result from what is doubtless a noisy distribution. The second

problem is that this approach requires that not only the 2017 special election typical of the

district, but also the 2016 general election. If the district happened to field an unusually weak

Democratic candidate in 2016, then some of the 22 point swing could be indicative of that

weakness, not either the national environment or the 2017 candidate’s strength. The third

problem is that special elections are systematically different from general elections. Since

only a small number of seats are contested at a given time, they receive disproportionate

national political attention, funding, and news coverage. Results in a special election are

not necessarily indicative of what the comparable results would be in a general election in

the same district. Finally, the fourth challenge of this approach is that there is no reason

to assume the national environment in April 2017 will be anything like that in November

2018. A lot can change in a year and a half. Even if we can get a strong picture of what

the national environment is like today, predicting the future is a entirely different level of

challenge.

This paper will present data and analysis that will attempt to address the first two

problems. I will use 2014 and 2016 election returns, a measure of district partisanship, and

returns from two 2017 special elections to develop a picture of what the national electoral

environment looks like in April 2017. The final two problems remain. This analysis should

not be taken as predictive; for predictive models, classic political science fundamentals pre-

dictions should be more useful1. As for the other problem, special elections are definitely a

unique event, but they are essentially similar in form to general elections and my inclination

is to treat them as similar unless given a strong reason not to. Based on my analysis, in

a general election held now, Democrats have a 76.9% chance of reclaiming the House of

Representatives with a median number of 236 seats.

1One such forecasting model is Alan Abramowitz’ generic ballot based prediction
Abramowitz, Alan I. ”Forecasting the 2014 midterm elections with the Generic Ballot Model.” PS: Political
Science & Politics 47.04 (2014): 772-774.
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Model and Data

The model I use for election results is aimed at being parsimonious, because I am not

interested in constructing an explanatory or causal model. I include no demographic or

candidate level details. Each election result is modeled as the districts partisanship, plus

the national environment, plus some error. My assumption is that shifts in the national

political mood affect every district mostly uniformly. Districts have different starting points,

but undergo identical national shifts. Any candidate level characteristics or asymmetrical

reactions to national trends will be subsumed in the error term. While that is definitely

a simplification, the relationship between district level partisanship and congressional vote

is sufficiently strong that most of the variance is captured. To expand on that a bit, an

assumption of uniform national shift is very likely to be wrong. Candidate characteristics

or the important issues of the day will change how different districts respond to different

environments. The difficulty is predicting with any accuracy in advance how districts will

respond differently. Since we do not know what district-level characteristics will matter

in future elections, I cannot choose what variables about GA-06 and KS-04 to consider.

Treating them as typical districts is the best possible option.

My measure of district partisanship is the Presidential Voting Index (PVI). PVI is a

district’s average deviation in presidential vote from national results over the previous two

presidential elections. A district that votes 5 points more Republican than the national

average in 2012 and 7 points in 2016 would therefore be classified as R+6. In my data,

Republican scores are coded as positive and Democratic scores as negative. Figure 1 is a

plot of PVI against Republican share of the 2-party vote in 2016 House races. Uncontested

seats are not included.

Other than PVI, the only important data source is 2014, 2016, and special 2017 election

returns. All three are drawn from the New York Times elections page and are coded as
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Figure 1

Republican share of the 2-party vote. Uncontested races are treated as missing values. My

model for the data generating process is below. It’s worth noting that I do not include a

coefficient on PVI. That is because PVI is intended to directly measure the portion of a

district’s vote that is attributable to district characteristics. Any slope other than 1 is more

likely to be an artifact of random variance than actually indicative of some effect2.

2In simple univariate OLS regressions of the effect of PVI on Republican vote share, the coefficient
estimates are 1.003 for 2014 and 1.103 for 2016.
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RepublicanV oteSharei = NationalEnvironment(Y eari) + PV Ii + εi (1)

Using past data and 2017 special election results I take 1000 samples of the national

environment for each 2014, 2016 and 2017. I used past national election results to set priors

on the distribution of the national environment. Histograms of the sampled values are below

in Figure 2. The 2014 and 2016 histograms show a fair amount of certainty about what

the national electorate looked like in those years. 2017, on the other hand, only has two

data points and some prior beliefs currently. There is a lot more uncertainty around the

estimates, but this Bayesian framework allows us to look at a likely distribution anyway.

I next used those values for the 2017 environment and took 100 samples each of election

results in every district. Figure 3 plots those samples against the national environment that

generated them. Democrats won at least 218 seats in 76.9% of the final samples and their

median number of seats won was 236. Obviously that result represents a substantial swing

from the current political environment.

As a quick comparison, I want to reconsider the naive method for addressing the national

environment using special election results. Recall that the motivation for using Bayesian

statistics here was that taking a simple average of the national shift from two elections

ignores extensive prior knowledge of what election results look like. It is worth simply

looking at what an election would look like assuming a uniform national shift equal to that

from KS-04 and GA-06. The average shift from those two races versus PVI is 9.3%. If every

district experienced the same 9.3% shift against PVI, Democrats would win 293 seats. These

two elections are good news for Democrats, but generalizing from 2 races to an overwhelming

victory like that is unjustified.

The two 2017 special elections (KS-04 and GA-06) were clearly very strong results for

Democrats despite losing in the Kansas race and only forcing a runoff in Georgia. The two
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Figure 2

together are indicative of a very pro-Democratic national electorate. Obviously two seats

represents fairly sparse data, but we have a strong enough understanding of district parti-

sanship to generalize to the national environment, and then using that environment, sample

election results. It is, of course, possible that these two districts are somehow systematically

different from most of the country, or more significantly, that national politics will change

a great deal between now and November 2018. That said, in an election held right now,
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Figure 3: Quantiles (.05,.25,.5,.75,.95) of samples in each national environment are plotted.

Democrats would have a very strong chance of retaking the House.

Bayesian estimation gives us the tools to take a very limited set of data and apply what

we already know about how that data is generated to produce predictions. I want to reiterate

that these results are predictions only in one sense of the word. I cannot generalize from

what the electorate looks like in April 2017 to what it will look like in November 2018.

These are simply predictions of what would happen in a hypothetical national election that
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produced the results from KS-04 and GA-06. One further caveat: I use 2-party vote shares

from first round results from GA-06. The seat has a runoff between the top 2 finishers on

June 20, 2017.
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Appendix: R and Jags Code For MCMC

library(rjags)

library(runjags)

model <- "model { for(i in 1:N) {

mu[i] <- national[year[i]] + PVI[i]

y[i] ~ dnorm(mu[i], precision)

}

for (j in 1:G) {

national[j] ~ dnorm(0.5, tau)

}

precision ~ dgamma(1, 1)

tau ~ dgamma(700,1)

}"

samples.data <-with(DF2,list(y=as.numeric(rep2p), PVI=as.numeric(PVI), year=factor(year)))

samples.data$N <- length(samples.data$y)

samples.data$G <- length(levels(samples.data$year))

samples <- run.jags(model, c("national"),

data=samples.data,

inits=list(list(.RNG.name="lecuyer::RngStream",

.RNG.seed=12345),

list(.RNG.name="lecuyer::RngStream",
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.RNG.seed=54321)),

burnin=1000, sample=500, thin=10,

summarise=T, n.chains=2)

#resampling using national env. begins here

model2 <- "model { for(i in 1:N) {

mu[i] <- national + PVI[i]

y[i] ~ dnorm(mu[i], precision)

}

national ~ dnorm(0.5, tau)

precision <- 34.38704

tau ~ dgamma(700,1)

}"

nats<- c(quantile(as.mcmc(samples)[, 3], c(.05,.33,.5,.67,0.95)))

results <- c()

for (j in nat2017samples){

values <- list(national=j,

PVI=as.numeric(df$PVI), N=length(df$PVI))

predicted <- run.jags(model2, c("y"),

data=values,

inits=list(list(.RNG.name="lecuyer::RngStream",
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.RNG.seed=12345),

list(.RNG.name="lecuyer::RngStream",

.RNG.seed=54321)),

burnin=100, sample=100)

demseats <- c()

for (i in 1:length(as.mcmc(predicted)[,1])){

demseats<- c(demseats,sum(as.mcmc(predicted)[i,]<0.5))

}

results <- rbind(results,demseats)

}
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